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The Intender 820 has a fully open transom that can be closed with a watertight flap when
resting. The 200 cm wide and 50 cm deep swimming platform is easily accessible from
any position on board. Directly around the helmsman's position -within easy reach- are
two consoles containing the refrigerator, sink with running water and/or various storage
spaces. The engine box consists of one piece so that the refrigerator is freely accessible
and there is a lot of walking space. Completely built on our own Dutch yard with a 10-
year hull warranty.

The Intender 820 is very spacious and offers maximum comfort wherever you stand or
sit. No more getting off and height differences in the cockpit. Like all other models, this
one is on one level and prevents missteps. The cockpit is secured with a watertight valve
(=CE mark) that goes down with a simple action and opens the back completely to the
water. The open transom creates a wide daybed for 3 people that borders directly on the
water. In short, a terrace on the water with a very large social character. Experience has
shown that children don't want to "lounge" anywhere else. A surprisingly large lockable
toilet room has been placed in the bow. In combination with a refrigerator, fountain with
40 liters of water and a sun bed, this flagship of the Interboat tenders even offers a
comfortable overnight stay on board.

Extremely chic, classic and yet modern. That is the Intender 820, the big sister of the
Intender 700. The motorization ranges from 27 to 170 hp diesel. The maximum speed is
then 47 knots. With the Vetus 52 hp turbo diesel, the Intender 820 already sails 19 knots
and a boating license is not required. Various color choices determine the appearance
of the interior and exterior.

Specification

Material Polyester

Length < 10
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